Anne Sexton (b 1833)
Anne Sexton began writing in 1957 Selected
Poems 1964 and Loie Poems 1969 have been
published in England by the Oxford University
Press She acknowledges a debt to Lowell and
deals with the same kind of subject as Sylvia
Plath
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often have the insistent quality of nur ery rhyme
Poems like Daddy and the allied Lady Lazarus
are unlikely to be forgotten but in future others
such as the title poem of Inel and Tilt Irmal of
the Bee Sox Slinv and Elm may be valued more
highly Our judgment is distorted by Plath e
recent death and the knowledge that the harrowing
poems of Ariel were the prelude to her second and
successful attempt at suicide
LITERARY COMPANION
The total effect of the poem is of a conversation
between two aspects of the same personality
In 77 Dream Songs and Hts Toy Sis Dream Hit
Rest Berryman develops the techniques he used m
the earlier work to present multiple facets of a
protagonist called Henry a white American in
early middle age who has suffered an iirevocible
loss These two books form a single work of
three hundred and eighty five lyrics Together
they present a kind of open ended Odyssey of con
temporary American life They are often very
amusing often intensely irritating and their
illusions to American society sometimes make
them difficult for the English reader to follow but
they are compulsive reading and individual Songs
the painful 29 and 53 and the grotesque 91 for
example remain fixed m our minds
John Berryman (b 1814)
Homage to Mwtress Brad Ireet (1956) 77 Dream
Sonas (1964) Bern/man *i>mnett> (19C7) Sis Toy
His Dream His Res,t (1969) Faber
Berryman is the most distinguished of those
poets to whom the-label confessional is applied
m its more general sense Technically he is a
most inventive and ingenious writer and his work
has enormona vitality Some flnd it undisciplined
and pretentious
The best of his early poems Homage to Mistress
Bradslreet is cast hi the form of a dialogue between
Berryman and the 17th cent Immigrant Anne
Eradstreet a poet manage with whom he feels
tender affinity We are on each other s hands/
who care Both of our worlds unhanded us
 Herniman s bonnet': is i sequence Of poems about
an unhippy love affair It was written during the
1940s and has affinities with Meredith s Modei n
Love
Conclusion
Headers who are spurred by their study of the
poets discussed here and wish to explore further
will discover much to enjoy in the work of writers
to whom space precludes more than reference
Robert Graves Edwin Mwr K S Thomas Peter
Bedgrove the Americans Eobert Frost William
Carlos Williams Theodore Eoethke Elizabeth
Bishop and Charles Olson Penguin Books pub
lish good anthologies The New Poetry and Con
temporary Amenean Poetry as well as two series
Penguin* Modern Poets which includes the work of
many lesser English and American wnters and
another of major European poetry Pengum
Modern European Poets
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The poet s intensely individual music is played
on the age old Instrument of metre and rhyme
and the better we understand the instrument the
keener will be our enjoyment of the poet s skill
and genius
Even verse that cannot be called poetry—verse
that is mechanical uninspired lacking that m
tensity of insight and expression that we recognise
as poetic—even this mediocre verse can teach us
something of the poets instrument A homely
nursery rhyme like Humpty Dumpty can help
us to appreciate the metre of Ariel s unearthly
song Where the bee sucks
It is for this reason that the following guide to
versification throws its net wide gathering to
gether for our consideration patterns as diverse as
those of the mediaeval ballad and the modern
Frenchified triolet of the flippant clerihew and
the grave blank verse of Wordsworth s Prelude
The following account of English verse is illus
trated by quotations and by constant reference to
the numbered poems to the new edition of The
Oxford Book of English Verse 1939
Thus OBEV 1ft means Oxford Book of
English Verse New Edition Poem No 16
 some syllables more than others In the following
sentence for example the greater stress normally
falls on the syllables whose vowels are marked with
an acute accent which is the usual way of indicat
The express leTt Manchester at seven
It is obvious that m this sentence the stress falls
in a quite haphazard way and It is for this reason
that we recognise the sentence as prose for the
essential difference between English prose and
verse is that hi prose the stress falls at random
while in verse the stressed syllables occur accord
ing to some regular pattern
If we mark the stressed syllables in the following
line from. Wordsworth
And Idud hall(5os and screams and Echoes 16ud
it is immediately clear that the stress occurs
regularly The line is m fact composed of a
simple stress pattern of an unstressed syllable
followed by a stressed (eg and l<3ud) which is
repeated throughout
It is a regular pattern of stress such as this
that hi English verse constitutes what we call
metre Metre in Greek means simply mea
sure, and Ifc is always by stress that we measure
our Terse
 
L INTRODUCTION    STRESS   METRE  AND
RHYME
If we listen carefully to spoken English, we-shall
observe that there is a natural tendency to stress
 Another feature that distinguishes our verse
from, prose is the use of rhyme although rhyme
unlike metre is not essential to verse

